Week 6 - Tuesday
Sponsor Meeting
Sprint 8
Start: 5:00pm
End: 6:00pm

Agenda
● Review Risks Document
  ○ A few dropped out - changing weather tracking API and UGCs
  ○ A few added.
● Review Sprint Progress
  ○ iOS Blocker
    ■ Solved. Account is set in place.
  ○ Template
    ■ Design team has too much work on their hands, most likely will not be able to work/meet with us.
    ■ Build a plain and simple template.
      ● Allows the design team to later come in and basically re-skin it and add to it as they see fit.
● Questions
  ○ Current # devices?
    ■ 50,000 devices at the moment, approaching 60k.
      ● Trending to about 10k additions per month.
      ● Rapidly Growing.
      ● Datto already uses pagination.
  ○ Data dump of device locations?
    ■ Get a better look at how this is all supposed to work.
    ■ May help uncover problems not shown with our mock data etc.
    ■ Chris will look into getting us the data dump.